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Goal

• Introduce Montgomery 
County’s new literacy 
program – Benchmark 
Advance
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Benchmark Advance resources were built 
to support the College and Career Ready 
Standards for Literacy. Key instructional shifts 
are: 

● Regular practice with complex text

● Using text evidence in reading, writing, 
listening and speaking

● Building content knowledge

Instructional Shifts
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBYNb7Gp8dY


● Vertical alignment across K-5

● Three-week units centered around 

knowledge strands

● Write-in text sets + digital access to 

materials

● Writing aligned to reading

● Foundational skills instruction

● English learner scaffolds

● Targeted intervention tools

● Built-in assessments

Key Components

http://benchmarkadvance.com/
http://benchmarkadvance.com/


Before Unit 1:  Review and Routines 

● First 15-20 days of instruction to allow students to learn the 
classroom procedures through direct instruction, rather than 
through trial and error.

● Time to explicitly model, teach and practice literacy behaviors 
and expectations students will use consistently throughout the 
year.

● Teachers gathered anecdotal and formative data in order to 
assess students’ reading skills for placement in small, flexible, 
needs-based groups.
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The Four Key Foundations of 
Benchmark   
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What is a Lexile Level?   
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A Lexile measure tells you how 
challenging a text is to 
comprehend.
Lexile measures assess text 
characteristics (such as 
vocabulary and sentence length) 
and do not consider 
age-appropriateness or prior 
knowledge.

*To be ready for the reading requirements of 
college and career, research says that high school 
graduates should be reading around 1300L.



Scaffolding Students on 
the Staircase of Text 

Complexity 



⇒ ⇒ ⇒ ⇒

Benchmark Overtime 



Unit Overview



Vertically Aligned Standards
  

Introduction to Benchmark 
Workshop

Staircase of Complexity,  Progression of Learning
  Practice/Apply Skills and Strategies Across the Grade 
Levels 



Close Reading

In Grades 2-5, students 
annotate each text and 
take notes in the margins 
as they read closely to 
answer questions and 
gather evidence. 



Multiple Purposes for Rereading



Using Text Evidence in Writing



Writing Plan

This document provides 
an overview of the 
writing plan for the year 
in each unit in each grade 
level, including both 
Writing to Sources and 
Process Writing.



Home-School Connections
● This letter exists for each unit at 

each grade level. 

● The first page has an overview of 
the topic and big idea of the unit. 

● The second page consists of 
connections to the topic, 
vocabulary, comprehension, and 
word study concepts taught in the 
unit, with ideas for activities 
parents can complete with their 
children at home. 

● Teachers will send this home at 
the beginning of every unit.

Example from
Grade 3, Unit 2



Family Night

Grade 3 Daily Take Home Calendar



Family Night

Grade 1 Take Home Calendar



Student Benchmark Universe Portal



Student Portal: My Library

In My Library, parents 
can access:

● Whole Group texts

● E-pocket charts

● Small group texts



Student Portal: 
My Reading Log and Assignments

In My Reading Log, parents can 
see:

● Texts students have been 
assigned to read

● Reviews students have written

In Assignments, parents can see:

● Assignments not started, in 
progress, and completed.



Thank you for partnering with us on our new literacy  
journey.

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to 
reach out and please complete our survey for this 

evening.  

Colleen_M_Roux@mcpsmd.org 
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